Arts & Sciences 2017 Results

This page shows final results for this election. You can also recount the ballots for free using all of the counting methods supported by OpaVote or download the ballots to recount them on your own.

These results will be available until 24 May 2017 at 19:21 EDT.

Counting votes using Meek STV. There are 33 candidates competing for 10 seats. The number of voters is 382 and there were 382 valid votes and 0 empty votes.

Method Options:

- Precision -- 6
- Threshold Formula -- Droop
- Dynamic Threshold -- Dynamic
- Fractional Threshold -- Whole
- Weak Tie Breaking -- Backward

The bar charts below show the vote counts for each candidate in each round. Place the mouse over a bar to see the number of votes.

- Yellow — Votes carried over from the previous round.
- Green — Votes received in this round.
- Red — Votes transferred away in this round.

A candidate's votes in a round is the sum of the yellow and green bars. Since the green and red bars represent votes being transferred, the sum of the green and red bars is the same.

The exhausted bar represents votes where the voter did not indicate a next preference and thus there were no candidates to transfer the vote to.

Round 1

(next)
Count of first choices. Candidates Ben Wetzel, Haley Fried, and Seth Jones have reached the threshold and are elected.

Round 2
(prev)(next)
Count after transferring surplus votes. Keep factors of candidates who have exceeded the threshold: BenWetzel, 0.350000; HaleyFried, 0.648149; and SethJones, 0.714286. Candidates CourtneyColwel, MaurieMueller, and RebaBrenner have reached the threshold and are elected.

Round 3
Count after transferring surplus votes. Keep factors of candidates who have exceeded the threshold: Ben Wetzel, 0.309675; Courtney Colwell, 0.714352; Haley Fried, 0.552963; Maurie Mueller, 0.880342; Reba Brenner, 0.867465; and Seth Jones, 0.546769. Candidate Tyler Myers has reached the threshold and is elected.
Count after transferring surplus votes. Keep factors of candidates who have exceeded the threshold: Ben Wetzel, 0.289326; Courtney Colwell, 0.656377; Haley Fried, 0.521063; Maurie Mueller, 0.772089; Reba Brenner, 0.741749; Seth Jones, 0.509246; and Tyler Myers, 0.941290.

Candidate Drew Jaussaud has reached the threshold and is elected.
Count after transferring surplus votes. Keep factors of candidates who have exceeded the threshold: Ben Wetzel, 0.272217; Courtney Colwell,
0.599481; Drewjaussaud, 0.985298; HaleyFried, 0.485455; MaurieMueller, 0.705692; RebaBrenner, 0.674493; SethJones, 0.467382; and TylerMyers, 0.877340. Candidate AlexMulhall has reached the threshold and is elected.

Round 6
(prev)(next)
Count after transferring surplus votes. Keep factors of candidates who have exceeded the threshold: Alex Mulhall, 0.964247; Ben Wetzel, 0.265206; Courtney Colwell, 0.571773; Drew Jaussaud, 0.939186; Haley Fried, 0.470306; Maurie Mueller, 0.669726; Reba Brenner, 0.635065; Seth Jones, 0.447635; and Tyler Myers, 0.845079.
Count after eliminating Brody Garner, Bryan Mackey, Cody Bjorhus, Dalton Jones, Derrick Conard, Derrik Conard, Grant Greenman, Hayden Vahle, Jace Cussins, Kaitlyn Bingham, Kenny Plant, Mary Linneman, Mason Rowley, Matt Scarlett, Mykel Owens, Sam Gragg, Sam Sommers, Sarah Morton, Savannah Hook, Timothy Etzkorn, Trey Michael, and Tyler Cornwell and transferring votes. All losing candidates are eliminated.
Count after transferring surplus votes. Keep factors of candidates who have exceeded the threshold: Alex Mulhall, 0.861198; Ben Wetzel, 0.249970;
Round 9
(prev)(next)
Count after transferring surplus votes. Keep factors of candidates who have exceeded the threshold: Alex Mulhall, 0.804614; Ben Wetzel, 0.243019; Courtney Colwell, 0.500929; Drew Jaussaud, 0.811729; Haley Fried, 0.423203; Maurie Mueller, 0.577968; Reba Brenner, 0.557816; Seth Jones, 0.398090; and Tyler Myers, 0.728889.
Count after transferring surplus votes. Keep factors of candidates who have exceeded the threshold: AlexMulhall, 0.766565; BenWetzel, 0.238306; CourtneyColwell, 0.483600; DrewJaussaud, 0.777970; HaleyFried, 0.411430; MaurieMueller, 0.554153; RebaBrenner, 0.535665; SethJones, 0.384336; and TylerMyers, 0.702774.
Count after transferring surplus votes. Keep factors of candidates who have exceeded the threshold: Alex Mulhall, 0.742250; Ben Wetzel, 0.235274;
Courtney Colwell, 0.472432; Drew Jaussaud, 0.755638; Haley Fried, 0.403852; Maurie Mueller, 0.539018; Reba Brenner, 0.521428; Seth Jones, 0.375512; and Tyler Myers, 0.685914.

Round 12
(prev)(next)
Count after transferring surplus votes. Keep factors of candidates who have exceeded the threshold: AlexMulhall, 0.703188; BenWetzel, 0.225788; CourtneyColwell, 0.450321; DrewJaussaud, 0.717222; HaleyFried, 0.386099; MaurieMueller, 0.512184; RebaBrenner, 0.495792; SethJones, 0.357918; and TylerMyers, 0.653229.
Count after transferring surplus votes. Keep factors of candidates who have exceeded the threshold: Alex Mulhall, 0.673964; Ben Wetzel, 0.222204; Courtney Colwell, 0.437241; Drew Jaussaud, 0.690101; Haley Fried, 0.477276; Reba Brenner, 0.478141; Seth Jones, 0.347411; and Tyler Myers, 0.633172.
Count after eliminating Eric He rold and transferring votes. All losing candidates are eliminated. Candidate Stephanie Skinne r has reached the
Winners are Alex Mulhall, Ben Wetzel, Courtney Colwell, Drew Jaussaud, Haley Fried, Maurie Mueller, Reba Brenner, Seth Jones, Stephanie Skinner, and Tyler Myers.